
Synthetic portholes? Yes please!
You often see metal portholes actually fitted in areas where there is a natural 
tendency for condensation to form, such as the sleeping areas, the galley or 
wet room. These are regularly very damp. With the synthetic portholes of 
TOPwindows that problem is solved once and for all, as these are absolutely 
condensation free.

Advantages of our portholes:

 Scratch resistant       Condensation free        Extra insulation       UV and seawater resistant

 In accordance with ISO norms and CE requirements       The exterior is available in every colour

 Fully compatible with older portholes       More competitively priced than regular portholes

We deliver TOPquality for a competitive price. Guaranteed.

Our portholes are also competitively priced. 
What’s more, they are UV and seawater 
resistant, scratch resistant and meet the 
applicable ISO norms and CE requirements. 
The exterior is available in every colour and the 
size of the portholes is 375 x 175 x R55 mm. 
The frames of moulded synthetic material 
have extra insulation and are fitted with PMMA 
plexiglass. 

The portholes are available in both fixed and 
hinged variants, single or double glazed. There 
is also the option of an insect screen and/
or rain canopy. Handy: the insect covers can 
remain in place when in a closed position.

Installation is very simple. The portholes are 
fully compatible with the traditional portholes. 
They therefore always fit! 
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Enjoy optimal comfort 
with TOPwindows  

Guaranteed condensation-free window frames

Only advantages. Our boat used to have the familiar aluminium portholes, and these turned 
out to be a real water trap! Particularly in the autumn and spring we had considerable problems 
with moisture. With the portholes of TOPwindows there are only advantages: there’s not a single 

drop of water on them, and we can have double glazing and choose from various colours. The clamp 
system is also much handier than those irritating rotary knobs. Now there are four clamps, which 

you can loosen very simply and which allows the insect screens to remain in place.

Cor Baars from Numansdorp



For boating enthusiasts who enjoy comfort!

Condensation-free window frames. Installed without screws using a unique 
click system. A high insulation value and long life. These are the advantages 
of the synthetic window frames of TOPwindows. The result? Longer sailing 
enjoyment and a comfortable interior climate on board.

TOPwindows brings quality solutions to 
your boat. Traditional aluminium window 
frames act like a thermal bridge and lead to 
excessive condensation, with all the resulting 
consequences. Fortunately that is a thing of 
the past with the condensation-free synthetic 
window frames of TOPwindows.

TOPwindows is ideal for replacing existing 
windows and perfect for fitting out new boats. 

You have the choice of five colours and every 
possible type of corner: arched (cat’s back)*, 
radius (round) or mitred. The window frames 
are installed by means of a slick click system 
that makes screws redundant. They have an 
attractive, sleek finish.

*not possible with sliding windows and hinged 
windows.

Choice of colours

Which of the five frame colours best suits your boat?  

The frames are fitted with an UV- and salt water-resistant, scratch-proof Renolit coating.

TOPwindows gives you two options for service & installation: the Premium Line or the Budget Line. 
 

Premium Line
If you choose the Premium Line, we take care of 
everything for you. We will come to any location 
in the Netherlands to measure up your windows. 
We do this using 2-D measuring equipment, so 
that it’s not necessary to dismantle anything. 
Another advantage is that 2-D measurement 
ensures for perfectly fitting windows! 

With the Premium Line all forms of windows 
are possible, whether they are fixed, hinged 
or sliding windows. You decide for yourself 

the thickness, colour and material of the 
windowpane, as well as whether it is single or 
double glazed. If you wish, we can also install 
a well-fitting insect screen onto your sliding 
window.

Our team starts with the production as soon 
as your wishes are clear. The entire process 
takes five to ten weeks. We then install your 
condensation-free windows, which you can 
enjoy for many years to come!

Enjoy condensation-free windows for many years to come.

Deserved praise for service! Five years ago, I bought new window frames with double 
glazing from TOPwindows. A major reason was to avoid condensation forming on the frames. 

And what a difference! And the service! It’s simply fantastic. I only had to phone and they came 
straightaway. I only have praise for the men and women of TOPwindows!

Albert Raadsveld from Stadskanaal

Budget Line, for the DIY enthusiast

Ask for a quote within five minutes 

Would you like to know the costs and the possibilities? Then go online and request a quote. This is 
very easy to do: simply enter your wishes and click on the send button. You will receive a quote from 
us within five minutes. 

The advantages for you!

 Condensation-free window frames       Screwless and convenient click system

 High insulation value       Fire retardant       No more damp damage to walls       Available in 5 colours

 All types of corners*       2-D measurement (included with the Premium Line)

 Including installation (included with the Premium Line)       Life span 30-40 years

 5-year factory guarantee      *not possible with sliding windows and top hung windows.

Delivered within two weeks 

Within two weeks you will receive a message 
from us saying that the new windows are 
ready to be collected. You then fit the windows 
yourself. This means that you, for example, will 
have to increase the size of the hole for the 
windows by 8 to 10 mm. This is because our 
synthetic frames are larger than the old ones. If 

you are not able to do this, we will be happy to 
lend a hand.

And once everything is ready, you can enjoy a 
clear view and optimal comfort for at least 30 
years without any worries!

Do you enjoy working on your boat yourself? 
Then the Budget Line is for you. This allows 
you to use your old windowpanes. We provide 
new frames for these. This is possible for fixed 
and top hung windows. How does that work? 

You remove the windowpanes from your boats 
and we assess whether the existing glass is 
suitable for our frames. If that’s the case, then 
we set to work for you.
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